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I've got a bad feeling it's the worst idea I've ever had... 
I bid so long, farewell to the music that I called my own
I'll give it all away now, I never liked it anyway
I think it came and it went as a small phase
I'll play the music that I heard only yesterday

It only goes to show that the worst of tomorrow
Is a lost cause living inside ourselves
Awake with an empty feeling, 
You've forgotten how it felt

I've got a bad feeling it's the worst idea I've ever had... 
Let's raise our phone cams high so the world sees our
pity at hand
I've got so many, I've got to cut it down now
Hang tight kids, I'm fixing it
Somehow, I never thought having space would
consume my life

We seem to build up walls around us
And in attempt to climb, we're only falling down
I can't manage to find you when the scene's disaster
bound

Remember when we tried so hard
Pretending just to not get caught
San Dimas High School Football Ruled
And Dammit set them all apart

I've got a bad feeling it's the worst idea I've ever had... 
I'll trade my punk rock records for my girlfriend's
make-up
And her skin tight jeans
I'll turn my world right over, and no one's gonna' know
it
I bought it all in this Hot Topic starter kit
I missed the band, but I'm fashion statement number
one

This is our Tragic Kingdom going Double Plaidinum
Have we all forgot; Turn the Radio Off
And bring me back to basic Teenage Politics
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Now you could say that the worst is behind us, 
But that is not legit, and I'm so over it
Walk on a straight narrow path and remember what's
done is done, 
And living in the past
There was a time when we threw out the words
And the music was real; it was something to feel
Until then I'm giving up, and I'm never coming back
(To a scene that is bound for disaster)
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